
we bridge civil society organizations & changemakers around the world to 
technology resources by collaborating with a global network of 60+ partner ngos 

tech donations 
& discounts 

ngo validation data  
& resource matching 

training & capacity 
development 

convening 
events 

tech consultancy 
& support 



big data? 



lets get started 

on our data & 

knowledge 

sharing journey 



The cloud & 

disaster 

preparedness 
security, centralisation, backup 

and systems 



Collaboration 

and sharing 
online & offline collaboration 



CRM & ERP the big jump 



bringing 

people along 
collaboration internally & externally 

it’s a journey after all 



cloud 

solutions to 

consider 



Some big 

data tools all 

of us can use 



what are our big data plans? 
through the 700,000+ NGOs in our database, we are able to: 

develop a platform for scaling 
apps for the development sector 

insights & analytics of the 
dataset driving the solutions 



Cooperative Technology Platform 

Enabling people and organizations to securely exchange resources, connections, and 

value to change the world. 

•APIs and easy‐to‐use drop‐in widgets make it easy to build powerful new web applications for social good and impact. 

 

•Analyze data on the NGO sector. Use this data to connect, collaborate, and build community with over 700,000 NGOs globally. 

 

•Target specific issue- or geographic-based organizations. Build social sector capacity in specific priority areas. 

 

•Run challenges. Using proven approaches, such as generator sessions and hackathons, test social innovations against vetted CSO needs and reach 

targeted markets. 

 

•Localize the market and deploy social goods and services. Move beyond the exchange of ideas to the distribution of social good products, apps, and 

services, which can be localized for 236 countries and territories and across 30 languages through TechSoup's proven partner network channel. 

 

•Integrate high-level validation and verification procedures into programmatic activity. 



 

Let’s keep in touch 

Simon Gee 

email:  sgee@techsoup.org 

skype:   nomisgee 

mobile:  +61 (0) 424 162 066 

Web :   www.techsoupapac.org 


